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Violent CJNG Actors Based in Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, Mexico

Julio Alberto
CASTILLO RODRIGUEZ
DOB 11 Oct 1976
- Designated October 27, 2016
- Senior CJNG Member & Son-in-Law of EL MENCHO

Aldrin Miguel
JARQUIN JARQUIN
(a.k.a. "CHAPARRITO")
DOB 18 Nov 1976

Jose Jesus
JARQUIN JARQUIN
(a.k.a. "R32")
DOB 26 Jul 1984

Cesar Enrique
DIAZ DE LEON SAUCEDA
(a.k.a. "LOBITO")
DOB 12 Apr 1987

Fernando
ZAGAL ANTON
DOB 14 Oct 1982

Gonzalo
MENDOZA GAYTAN
DOB 02 Oct 1988
- Designated May 17, 2019
- Senior CJNG Member & Puerto Vallarta Plaza Boss

CARTEL DE JALISCO NUEVA GENERACION (CJNG)
Mexican cartel engaged in the trafficking of fentanyl, heroin, methamphetamine, and cocaine to the United States;
Designated April 8, 2015

The Pacific coast state of Colima has one of Mexico's highest per capita homicide rates, driven in part by CJNG's drug trafficking activities.

The port of Manzanillo is Mexico's busiest seaport and a critical entry point for drugs and precursor chemicals, including those used to synthesize fentanyl.

These Puerto Vallarta-based CJNG members orchestrate assassinations of rivals and politicians using high-powered weaponry.